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How our environment represents or might represent the 

past, the present, and the future can be brought into 

better order if we look at how our bodies and our minds 

experience time – how time is built into us and yet also 

how we ourselves have created it.

(Kevin Lynch)
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We call for a change in the current practice
to erect buildings to last for hundreds of years. 
In this day and age buildings become obsolete much 
faster than in previous generations. For this and 
economic reasons we argue that the lifetime of a 
building should be limited. This would make it easier 
for us to finance new buildings and to remove 
obsolete buildings.

(Walter Gropius)



We call for a change in the current practice

01: Dignity and agency for all people is fundamental in architecture, there is no beauty in 
exclusion.
02: People at risk of being left behind must be accommodated first when we construct, 
plan, and develop the built environment.

03: Existing built structures must always be reused first.
04: No new development must erase green fields.
05: Naturel ecosystems and food production must be sustained regardless of the built 
context.
06: No virgin mineral material must be used in construction when reuse is possible.
07: No waste must be produced or left behind in construction.
08: When sourcing materials for construction, local renewable materials come first.
09: In everything we build, carbon capture must exceed carbon footprint.
10: When developing, planning, and constructing the built environment, every activity must 
have a positive impact on water ecosystems and clean water supply.

(The Copenhagen Lessons, 2023)
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Hún hefði getað skrifað hundrað blaðagreinar um hvað 

það væri mikil sóun að rífa gömul hús og enginn hefði 

lesið þær og skipt sér af því, en af því hún setur það í 

þetta samhengi [...] núna alltaf þegar ég hjóla framhjá 

Heklureitnum horfi ég alla steypuna og allt járnið, og 

bara: hvað er að gerast hérna?!

(Þorgeir Tryggvason, Kiljan, RÚV)
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